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2 parts to talk – comments on agenda Qs 1 and 2 
 
1) Looking back at poverty through an ES lens: 

blind spots and sharp relief 
2) Ecosystem Services framework and systems 

science: the helping hand of hh surveys? 
 

  



ACES: how does land use change affect ES 
provision and wellbeing in rural Mozambique? 

• Comparative village analysis 
(along 3 gradients of LUC) 
– Forest, animal and agric 

resource base, hh survey, focus 
groups on history of resource 
use, institutions, wealth ranking 

• Commodity/value chain 
analysis. 

• Stakeholder beliefs (BBNs): 
national to local scale. 



Looking back at poverty through an ES 
lens: blind spots and sharp relief 
 

poverty 



Looking at poverty through an ES lens: sharp relief 
 

• Key social science contribution to the ES field 
has been to recognise social difference and 
relative poverty (Daw et al, 2011) 
– Surveys support fine disaggregation of 

people/hshlds by poverty status etc.  
• ‘ESPA thinking’ and well-designed survey 

(probably inc. repeat visits) can contribute to a 
better understanding of poverty dynamics and 
seasonality. 
 



• Likely to be possible to mitigate… but… 
• ES approach tends to lead to focus on material WB: shelter, food, 

water… (often provisioning services – measured in survey style) 
• Basic needs are evidently important, but may be a risk that we 

revert to limited view of poverty (pre-capabilities/freedoms). 
• Links to political WB may be more obscure/harder to discern.  

– but, interactions with state often mainly within NR sector.  

• Cultural ES best studied through more creative/imaginative 
methods than conventional surveys e.g. photo/narrative methods? 

• Livelihoods + vulnerability literatures emphasise shocks. Difficult 
to study through one-off surveys.  

• Important links between vulnerability and regulating ES. Our 
experience is that qualitative instruments better for this.  

 
 

Looking at poverty through an ES lens: blind spots 



Legacy of ESPA-type social survey work 
(effects on mainstream understandings…)  

On poverty analysis: ESPA work is 
more about making invisible aspects 
more visible. ‘GDP of the poor’-type 
arguments.  
On conventional means of measuring 
and indexing poverty:  

 
 
 
 

• not sure ‘ESPA’ will displace focus 
on nominal income indicators or 
assets (poverty scorecards), because 
information requirements of ESPA 
work are more substantial.  



Where a system approach took us 
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Where a system approach took us 
• Focus on village attributes (total ES use, means, 

distribution). Assume that a village is the sum of its hh 
– Only way to link to scale of analysis of the natural 

resource base 
– Accurate estimates of totals of ES use entails sampling all 

major users. Very often the rich; but we also wanted to 
over-sample the very poor 

– Led to a census of small (30-70 hh) villages 
• A focus on services obtained within a village’s land area 
• Focus on provisioning services 
• A search for a non-existent system boundary! 

 



Hazards of an Ecosystem Approach to Anthropology (Moran 1990,2000) 
 - role for the hh survey? 

 
• “the calorific obsession” 

– hh survey makes it easy to count other flows of mass e.g. 
protein, fat, nutrients, which may be more important to 
wellbeing then calories (and assess diversity of flows) 

– Of course, not much help with non-material contribution to WB 
• “The role of individuals” (or individual hh?) 

– Defining the village as the sum of the hh allows a distributional 
analysis in a way a top down assessment of flows would not 

• “Problems of boundary definition” 
– Survey can ask and map where ES come from/are collected, and 

no assumption that all ES have the same boundary. But this is v 
fluid and context dependent, and hard to elicit  

– Migration! 



• “Ignoring historical factors” 
– Easy to assume the system is in steady state. The hh survey 

can’t help with this unless we have a longer project. 
• “Level and scale shifting” 

– hh survey makes this v challenging as data at hh level is 
several steps in scale away from ESPA-type answers in time 
and space 

– E.g. “can charcoal provide a sustainable way out of poverty?” 
is a regional/national question over the lifetime of a mopane 
tree. Links to GEC research mean massive upscaling.  

– Role for RS  - “socializing the pixel” (Geoghagen et al 1998)? 
• Teleology and “reification” 

– Does the “village” unit of the system have the same social 
meaning? 

 

Hazards of an Ecosystem Approach to Anthropology (Moran 1990,2000) 
 - role for the hh survey? 
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Thank you! 
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